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Summary of CMA’s “Principles
for businesses offering online
accommodation booking
services”

The CMA recently reviewed the practices of online

hotel booking platforms and then investigated some

hotel booking websites. In February 2019 these hotel

booking websites formally agreed with the CMA not

to engage in certain practices which the CMA

considered may mislead customers, and to follow key

principles set out by the CMA in the new guidance to

ensure that these websites continued to comply with

the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading

Regulations 2008.

 

The prohibited practices and key principles that the

CMA has set out are in CMA Table 1 (below) from the

CMA guidance. The guidance is aimed at any

business offering online accommodation. This

includes online travel agents, metasearch engines,

large hotel chains, individual hotels as well as any

other online accommodation booking platforms.

Other online retail and commerce platforms may be

covered by the guidance.
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Many consumers use online search to find, compare

and get the best deal. The CMA spend a good part

of 2017 investigating on line markets following the EU

Commission’s publication of its decision concerning

Google’s practices in on line search (where Tim

Cowen acted for a number of complainants and

others involved in the EU procedure- and where we

continue to act for those whose businesses have

been adversely affected in obtaining “follow-on”

damages). 

 

The CMA’s guidance provides a useful indication of

how the CMA will apply its consumer protection

jurisdiction generally. In particular the CMA outline

shows how the law applies to online booking. It

provides that:

Search rankings - Consumers must be told if a

business earns from promoting search results on

bookings or "clicks". – “Paid for” search results

listings must be clearly labelled. Those that are

not “paid for” should be shown separately. Google

was fined by the EU commission for its practice of

promoting its own products in its search results; it

Google continues to do so, or any on line player

promotes their products without the promotion

being clear to the end user there may be a breach

of both consumer protection and competition law

taking place.
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Reference prices - Presenting a room rate as a

discounted rate can be done but only if the offer

provides a genuine saving for consumers on a like

for like basis. - Comparisons between prices

payable in different circumstances (e.g.

comparing prices for stays on different dates)

must not imply that the comparison represents a

discount. - Any "was/now" discount claims must

indicate whether the "was" price was affected by

any other factors.

Hidden charges - The price displayed must be the

total cost. This must include all compulsory

charges and taxes, such as city tax or resort fees.

The CMA states that a charge is compulsory if

consumers cannot avoid them. - Unavoidable

costs should not be hidden, such as by revealing

additional charges towards the end of the

purchase process. The CMA considers this

misleading and unfair to consumers.

Pressure selling - Consumers should not be

provided with unclear, false or misleading

statements about the popularity or availability of

accommodation options. - Any such statements

must disclose the assumptions, limitations and

qualifications that are relevant to the statement,

for example, “XX people have viewed this

property in the last 30 minutes for different

dates”.
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Grace period: the CMA is providing a grace

period such that online accommodation booking

platforms have until 1 September 2019 to comply.

Other businesses should take note as the

guidelines provide useful precedent of the way

that the CMA will interpret the Consumer

Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008.

Competitors to online booking sites that find their

rivals practices to be non-compliant may also have

additional recourse, both as a matter of consumer

protection law and underlying competition law.

Furthermore, the Advertising Standards Authority

(ASA) complaints procedure allows for complaints

relating to misrepresentation; the prohibited

practices in this guidance would fall under this. It is

therefore possible to have company’s advertisements

removed by informing the ASA with good enough

grounds for them to investigate. 

Please see the CMA's full guidance at 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government

/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/781

624/webteam_online_booking_services_principles.p

df
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CMA Table 1
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Antitrust Team 

Tim Cowen

Tim leads the competition law team at Preiskel & Co. He is

independently recognised as one of the leading regulatory

lawyers in the EU. 

Tim led BT's competition law and public policy team for many

years, before becoming General Counsel. Since rejoining

private practice, he has dealt with almost every time of case in

telecoms and competition law, advising on the application of

the law, and leading merger notifications and competition

litigation. He is regularly praised by clients for his commercially

strategic legal advice. 

Partner

Nick Bromfield
Senior Consultant

Nick is a highly experienced competition lawyer who has

practised in both London and Brussels.His advice covers the

full range of competition law considerations affecting

commercial relationships and behaviour, as well as corporate

transactions. He also carries out competition law compliance

training. 

Matthew O'Regan
Consultant

Matthew is a barrister specialising in UK and EU competition

law and economic regulation. Having originally trained as a

solicitor at Herbert Smith, Matthew worked at Freshfields

before transferring to the Bar. He has considerable expertise

in UK, EU, and international merger control, having advised on

numerous complex mergers. He has a thorough understanding

of the application of competition economics in such cases.
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Stewart is a regulatory lawyer with more than 30 years of

experience in IT strategy, regulatory, and competition policy,

governance and risk management. He has worked in many

jurisdictions and has advised governments, regulators,

operators, financial institutions, content providers, and key

stakeholders.  
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Mark Clough

Senior Consultant

Consultant
Mark is senior counsel, based in Brussels, he collaborates on

competition and EU regulatory cases worldwide. One of the

leading experts on EU and competition law, he has represented

clients for more than 25 years before the European Commission

and EU Courts in Luxembourg, as well as the UK competition

authorities and UK Courts, including the Competition Appeal

Tribunal. 

Claire Barraclough
Trainee Solicitor 

Stephen Dnes
Senior Consultant

Stephen is a competition lawyer with extensive experience of a

wide range of competition law matters, including cartel

investigations and leniency applications, merger clearances,

abuse of dominance investigations, client counselling, and

litigation. 

He has particular expertise in relation to technology markets,

and has also taught competition law at many levels of

sophistication. 

Claire has assisted on a number of competition law matters,

including a regulatory appeal before the Competition Appeal

Tribunal, and Phase I and II merger investigations before the

CMA. She is also involved in the firm's competition and

regulatory policy activities, including researching and drafting

policy papers. 
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